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2000
MAZAK VTC-200/50 CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER

25" PALLETS
MAZAK MODEL H-530 CNC HORIZONTAL MACHINING CENTER

TAURUS CNC TABLE TYPE GUN DRILL

CINCINNATI GILBERT 5” CNC TABLE TYPE HORIZONTAL BORING MILL
**AUCTION SALE DATE & TIME – TUESDAY, APRIL 12TH @ 9:00 A.M. EDT**

**MAZAK VTC-200/50 CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER**

MAZAK AJV-18N CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER

MAZAK MODEL H-630 CNC HORIZONTAL MACHINING CENTER

TAURUS CNC TABLE TYPE GUN DRILL WITH HUGE ASSORTMENT OF MISCELLANEOUS GUN DRILLS

CINCINNATI GILBERT 5" CNC TABLE TYPE HORIZONTAL BORING MILL

DEVLEIG SPIRAMATIC CNC JIG MILL MODEL 4H-120

CNC GUN DRILL

TAURUS CNC Table Type Gun Drill Model TPSX-GD-4896 with 55" x 96" Table, 80" Spindle Stroke, 50" Vertical Travel, Retrofitted Auto-Con-Dynapath Delta 30M CNC Pendant Control – sn: TPSPGDCNC385068

Huge Assortment of Gun Drills to 2" Diameter x 83" Long

**CNC HORIZONTAL BORING & JIG MILLS**

CINCINNATI Gilbert 5" CNC Table Type Horizontal Boring Mill with 53" x 91" Table, 72" Vertical Travel, 52" Longitudinal Travel, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 1500 RPM, Right Angle Head Attachment, Power Drawbar, MC 1050 CNC Pendant Control – sn: 361-J

DEVLEIG Spiramatic CNC Jig Mill Model 4H-120 with 40" x 120" Table, 50" Vertical Travel, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 1000 RPM, AutoCon Dynapath Delta CNC Controls – sn: 9024

DEVLEIG Spiramatic Jig Mill Model 43K-96 with 35" x 96" Table, 50" Vertical Travel, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 1660 RPM, Hand Controls & HEIDENHAIN D.R.O’s – sn: 9304

**VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL MACHINING CENTERS**

MAZAK VTC-200/50 CNC Vertical Machining Center with 20" x 58" Table, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 6000 RPM, 44" X-Axis Travel, 20" Y-Axis Travel, 23" Z-Axis Travel, 24 ATC, Chip Conveyor, RENISHAW Tool Probe, MAZATROL PC-Fusion 640M CNC Control – sn: 148567 – mfg: 11/2000

MAZAK AJV-18N CNC Vertical Machining Center with 16" x 35" Table, #40 Taper Spindle Speeds to Approximately 10000 RPM, 22" X-Axis Travel, 16" Y-Axis Travel, 15" Z-Axis Travel, 30 ATC, Tool Setter and RENISHAW Probe, MAZATROL M-32 CNC Control – sn: 103320

MAZAK Model H-630 CNC Horizontal Machining Center with (2) 25" Pallets & T-Slot Sub-Tables, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 6000 RPM, 39" X-Axis Travel, 31" Y-Axis Travel, 29" Z-Axis Travel, 40 ATC, Tool Probe, RENISHAW Probe, MAZATROL M-32 CNC Control with Pulse Generator – sn: 96359
**MACHINING, MILL ACCESSORIES, ROTARY TABLES & ANGLE PLATES**

(2) DEVLIEG 40” x 50” Airlift Rotary Tables – sn: 94901/ N/A

DEVLIEG 30” x 40” Airlift Rotary Table

DEVLIEG 26” x 26” Airlift Rotary Table

(1) Pair 18” x 74” Drilled & Tapped Angle Plates

(1) Pair 20” x 60” DEVLIEG 2 Piece Angle Plates

(1) Pair 12 ½” x 60” DEVLIEG Angle Plates

(1) Pair 20 ½” x 40” DEVLIEG 2 Piece Angle Plates

(1) Pair 16 ½” x 30” DEVLIEG 2 Piece Angle Plates

Huge Assortment of #50 Taper Tool Holders, Boring Heads and Sets, Milling Cutters, Tie Down Sets, Micro-Bore Tools, Boring Bars, DEVLIEG Wedge Bore Sets

(1) Pair of 17” x 17” x 31” Drilled and Tapped Tombstones with 25” Pallet Base

(1) Pair of 17” x 4” x 16” Drilled and Tapped Tombstones with 25” Pallet Base

Large Assortment of Cat #40 and #50 Taper Tool Holders, Cutters, 6” and 8” KURT Machine Vises, Tool Carts, Cabinets, ETC…

---

Can’t Attend the Sale, but Still Want to Bid? Visit www.asset-sales.com and Register to Bid Live on BidSpotter! Live Webcast Bidding!

Download Complete Auction Brochures, View Entire Lot Books and Sign Up to Join Our Mailing List!
AUCTION SALE DATE & TIME – TUESDAY, APRIL 12TH @ 9:00 A.M. EDT

**78" BTW HOUSINGS**

**TAAL DOUBLE HOUSING PLANER MILL**

**MATTISON 60" MODEL 48 ROTARY SURFACE GRINDER**

**BULLARD 54" CUTMASTER VERTICAL BORING MILL**

**MOORE #2 JIG GRINDER**

**BRIDGEPORT VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER**

**MOORE JIG BORERS – MODEL 3 & MODEL 2 - WITH FEEDS**

**ALL MFG 2000**

**PLANER MILL**

TAAL Double Housing Planer Mill with 70" x 204" T-Slot Table, 78" Between Housings, Approximately 52" Maximum Distance Under Spindle, (2) 15 HP Milling Head on Rail & Side Head Speeds to 1180 RPM, #50 Taper, Pendant Control – sn: DWG581-13

**VERTICAL BORING MILL**

BULLARD 54" CutMaster Vertical Boring Mill with Ram, Turret & Side Heads, 60" Swing, Approximately 44" Distance Under Rail, 4-Jaw Table Speeds to 120 RPM, Pendant Control – sn: 16399

**ROTARY SURFACE GRINDER**

MATTISON 60" Rotary Surface Grinder Model 48 with 60" Magnetic Chuck, ¾” Chuck Life, Segmented Grinding Wheel with Dresser, 75 HP Spindle Motor, O.S. Walker Variable Magnetic Chuck Control, Barnes Drill Coolant System with Separator – sn: 48-623

**JIG GRINDER & BORERS**

MOORE #2 Jig Grinder with 10” x 19” Table, 2-Axis SONY D.R.O, Auto-Cycle – sn: 7163

MOORE Model 3 Jig Bore with 11” x 24” Table, HEIDENHAIN 2-Axis D.R.O, Feeds (.00075/.0015/.003), 2500 RPM – sn: B540

MOORE Model 2 Jig Bore with 10” x 19” Table, SONY 2-Axis D.R.O, Feeds (.0015/.003/.006), 2500 RPM – sn: 5125

**CNC VERTICAL MILLING MACHINES**

BRIDGEPORT Series I 2-Axis CNC Vertical Milling Machine with TRAK A.G.E 2 CNC Control, 9” x 42” T-Slot Table, Variable Speed, 6-4200 RPM, 2 HP, Work Collet Holder Set, Work Light, Way Covers

AVAILABLE

MACHINERY INSPECTION DATE & TIMES – MONDAY, APRIL 11TH FROM 8:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M. EDT

VERTICAL MILLING MACHINES

(3) BRIDGEPORT Series I Manual Vertical Milling Machines, 9” x 42” T-Slot Tables, Table Power Feeds with NEWALL D.R.Os, Variable Speeds, 60-4200, 1 ½ HP, Collet Holder Sets, Work Lights, Way Covers, R-8 Chucks

(3) BRIDGEPORT Series I Manual Vertical Milling Machines, 9” x 42” T-Slot Tables, Table Power Feeds with NEWALL D.R.Os, Variable Speeds, 60 – 4200 RPM, 2 HP, Coolant Systems, Collet Holder Sets, Work Lights, Way Covers, R-8 Chucks

TREE Model 2UVRC Vertical Milling Machine with Power Feed, Variable Speeds from 60 – 3300 RPM, 2 HP, 2-Axis D.R.O, 6” Vise

BRIDGEPORT Vertical Milling Machine, 9” x 42” T-Slot Tables, Variable Spindle Speeds, 2 HP, 2-Axis D.R.O, 6” Vise, Power Long – sn: 223595

HORIZONTAL MILL

DECKEL Model FP33 Horizontal Milling Machine with 45” x 27” Right Angle Table, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 1600 RPM, 15” Spindle Travel, Right Angle Head Attachment, Pendant Control with 3-Axis D.R.O – sn: 2400-0189

ENGINE LATHES


LEBLOND Regal 16” x 40” Lathe, L-Nose, Collet Chuck, Quick Change Tool Post, 45 – 1800 RPM, Coolant – sn: 6C-Z67

DRILLS

(2) FOSDICK 3MT Drill Presses with 24” x 38” Tables, 55 – 1800 RPM, 3HP 12” Throat, Vise – sn: R3296/R3295

FOSDICK 4’ Arm x 14” Column Radial Drill with Standard T-Slotted Base

WILTON Model 27201 H.D. Floor Stand Drill Press with 22” x 27 ½” T-Slot Table Working Surface, 55-1740 RPM, 24” Stroke – sn: 650056
ASSORTED GRINDERS

TONG-IL Model TGU-27 Universal Cylindrical Grinder with 10 ½” Swing x 20” Centers, 14” x 2” x 5” Wheels, ID Attachment, Auto-Cyl, Bar Stand – sn: 0195019 – mfg. 1983

THOMPSON Column Type Hydraulic Surface Grinder with 16” x 48” Electro Chuck, 2-Axis, Coolant, 20” x 4” Wheels, Rapid Elevation – sn: 4011535

THOMPSON Column Type Hydraulic Surface Grinder with 8” x 24” Electro Chuck, 2- Axis, Coolant and 12” Wheels – sn: F602416

CHEVALIER Model 618SP AccuGrind 618 Surface Grinder with Fine Pole Electromagnetic Chuck, 8” Wheel, Coolant with Paper Filter and .0005” Down-Feed – sn: A4894001

(2) PARKER MAJESTIC 6x18 Hand Feed Surface Grinders MagnaLock Electromagnetic Chuck, Fine Pole, 7” Wheel

HARIG Super 612 Hand Feed Surface Grinder with 6” x 12” Walker Fine Pole Electromagnetic Chuck, 8” Wheel, Coolant, SONY Single Axis D.R.O Cross – sn: 13198

MEDINA Model B End Grinder with 8” x 15” PM Chuck and 4” x 8” Walker PM Chuck – sn:260

CINCINNATI Tool Cutter Grinder with 16” T-Slot Work Table, Wheel and Work Head, Welded Relieving Attachment

CINCINNATI Tool Cutter Grinder with 26” T-Slot Table with Wheel and Work Head, Collet Grinding Fixture – sn: 1D2TSL-11

KO LEE Model B860 Tool & Cutter Grinder – sn: 4795

OPTIMA Model B 1314 Optical Drill Grinder

CONRAC Grind-R-Lap Carbide Grinder, Model M350 – sn: 84568-386

HAMMOND 10” Double-End Carbide Pedestal Grinder with Coolant – sn: 4470

SELLERS Model 6C ZHP Drill Grinder with 8” Wheel and Coolant

BALDOR Model 1252 3 HP Double End Polisher/Grinder – sn: 511868

HAMMOND 10” Double End Pedestal Grinder

BALDOR Model 330B ¾ HP Double End Polisher

BLACK & DECKER 6” HD Bench Grinder – sn: L-2479900

TONG-IL MODEL TGU-27 UNIVERSAL CYLINDRICAL GRINDER

THOMPSON COLUMN TYPE HYDRAULIC SURFACE GRINDER

CHEVALIER SURFACE GRINDER

VARIETY OF ASSORTED GRINDERS MFG’d BY CINCINNATI, BALDOR, HAMMOND, SELLERS, ETC...
Are You or Someone Looking to Sell Their Shop or Liquidate Surplus Machinery?
Call Us! We Pay Great Finder’s Fees!

**TAPPING MACHINES**
- **ELECTROARC** Model 2DBT Tap Metal Disintegrator Machine with 18” x 25” T-Slot Table, Auto-Feed, Portable – sn: 2989
- **HAMMOND** Manual Tapper
- **SUNNEN** Model MBB-1660 Precision Honing Machine with Square Honing Fixture Option, Model KN-100
- Large Assortment of Hone Tooling for **SUNNEN** MBB-1600 Honing Machines & Cabinet

**HONE**
- **KEYSEATER** 24” x 24” Steel Working Surface with Over-Arm Tool, Various Tooling, Table Holes for Clamping & Holding

**KEYSEATER**
- **24” x 24” Steel Working Surface with Over-Arm Tool, Various Tooling, Table Holes for Clamping & Holding**

**INSPECTION ROOM**
- Huge Assortment of Micrometers, Micrometer Sets, Pin Gauge Sets, Dial Bore Gauges, Measuring Systems, Indi-Square, Balance Weights, Microscopes, **ROCKWELL** Hardness Tester, Dial Bore Gauge Sets, Plug Ring Gauges, Dial Gauges, Force Gauges, Block Gauges, **STARRETT** Squares, Precision Level, Large Bore Mic, **MAZAK** Small Boring Mill CheckMaster, Surf Indicators, Metro-Logger, Tachometer, Pressure Gauges, Taper Pin Gauges, Calipers, Digital Readouts, Digital Height Gauges, Electromagnetic Drill Press, Sound Meters, 48” x 72” Double Ledge Granite Plate on Portable Stand, Squareness Gauge, Metric Gauges, Weighing Gauges, Fire Extinguishers
- **DELTRONICS** DH14-DEC Bench Style Optical Comparators
- **JONES & LAMSON** Model PC-14A 14” Optical Comparator with 6” x 30” Table – sn: E37915
- **ZEISS** PMC850 Coordinate Measuring Machine, Computer Control, Assortment of Probes, 450mm Z-Axis, 700mm Y-Axis and 39” x 39” Table Area – sn: 71379
- 12’ x 30’ Portable Quality Inspection Room
- **STARRETT** 4’ x 6’ 2-Ledge on Stand, **CHALLENGER** 2’ x 2’ x 4” Lapping Plate with Stand, **Do-ALL** 3’ x 4’ 2-Ledge on Stand, **STARRETT** 3’ x 4’ on Stand, **RAHN** 3’ x 4’ on Stand, (4) 18” x 24” Surface Plates, (4) 12” x 18” Surface Plates, (12) x 12” Surface Plate, 9” x 12” Surface Plate
CAR BOTTOM FURNACE
NORTH AMERICAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Car Bottom Gas Furnace with 161" Deep x 70"W x 33"/48" H Inside Dimensions, 160" x 48" Car, Electric Door, (6) NORTH AMERICAN 8856 Flame Supervisory Systems, Controls & (2) Digital Machine Thermostats

SHOT BLAST/ SAND BLAST
PANGBORN 20' x 20' x 10' Blast Room with Reclalm, Augers, Shaker, Separator, Gun & 3M Hood, 4' x 12' Portable Transfer Cart, Lighting – sn: IAU11-8649

BEAD & SAND Blast Cabinet with 36" Diameter Rotary Transfer Table, 44"W x 44"H x 100" L (Extended) Inside Dimensions, Swivel Window, Gloves, Gun & Foot Pedal, Lighting & Reclaim

METAL FABRICATION

CHICAGO DREIS & KRUMP Model 810-B Mechanical Press Brake with 38 – 55 Ton Capacity, 10' OAL with Weld Trim Safety, 103" B.H., Mechanical Back Gauge, Flush Floor Stand, Die Racks, Work Light, Motorized Ram Adjustment – sn: L-17340

NATIONAL Sheet Metal Finger Brake, Model 44812, 12 Gauge x 48" with Fingers – sn: 871-1295

CHICAGO 316 3' Floor Stand Hand Brake – sn: 75537
Custom Built Hydraulic Straightening Press with (4) Hydraulic Cylinders Built to Make Ship Doors, Heavy Duty
Ship Door Assembly Fixtures & Steel Water Test Table

PAINT
16' x 20' x 10' Wet Type Paint Booth with Rear Filtration, (9) Explosion Proof Lights & Monorail

RED DEVIL 5 Gallon Paint Shaker – sn: J-12558

BURNING MACHINE
ESAB HL90 Silhouette 1000 CNC Burning Machine with 6' x 6' Capacity, Two Oxy Torches, 1 Optical Marker, Welding Gauges and 8' x 6' Tracing Table – sn: 11338

Visit Our Website to View a Calendar of Additional Upcoming Industrial Machine Auctions! www.asset-sales.com
**VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL BANDSAWS**

MARVEL Series 8-Mark II Vertical Bandsaw with Semi-Automatic Controls and 24" x 33" T-Top Work Surface, 2 7/8" Blade, Adjustable Speed, 2’ Entry Conveyor, 10’ Exit Conveyor, Clamping, Coolant System, Lamp – sn: 828285

**Do-ALL** Model 36-R Job Selector Vertical Bandsaw with 39” x 62’ Working Surface, 1” Blade, 60” Throat, Speed Indicator – sn: 31-59256

**Do-ALL** Model 3613-0 Vertical Bandsaw with 24” x 24” Working Surface, Welding Attachment, 36” Throat, Work Light – sn: 4-5346

**POWERMATIC** Model 87 Vertical Bandsaw with 24” x 24” Working Surface, Welder, 1” Blade, 36” Throat, Coolant System – sn: 4-5346

**Do-ALL** Horizontal Bandsaw, Model C-80, Semi Automatic Controls, Auto-Cycle Index, Index Vise, Approximately 12” x 12’ Capacity, 42” Entry, 4” H.D. Roller Conveyor, Clamping

Large Assortment of Blades

**WELDING**

(2) **LINCOLN** Electric Portable Dust Collectors, MobiFlex 200-M Mobile Filter Units and Extraction Arms Model LFA 3.14/1 – sn: A0670710383/ A0670710442

**THERMAN** Arc Pak 500 Portable Plasma Cutting System

**ESAB** V452 Mig 4H4 Dual Wire Feed Welder – sn: EN69974-1

**LINCOLN** Cobramatic K2259-1 Electric Wire Feeder – sn: 05100044

**LINCOLN** Invertec V350-Pro Welding Source

**ESAB** V452 Mig 4H4 Dual Wire Feed Welder – sn: MD-1612072

**LINDE** VI-253 Welding Power Sources with Wire Feeders – sn: B80C18873/ B78C14503/

**MILLER** Delta Fab Power Source, CV/ DC Welding Power Source with MILLER 24A/ 24 Wire Feeder

**ESAB** V452 Welding Power Source with DigiMig Dual Feed – sn: MD-1612072

**LINDE** MK-3A Welding Source with CobraMatic Mig Welder – sn: 16549K9

**LINDE** VI-252 Power Source with LINDE Power Feed – sn: B80C19716

**ESAB** HelArc 352 Power Source, AC/DC

**LINDE** VI-400 Power Supply with Wire Mig Feed and 8’ Welding Boom sn: D-73001792

**LINDE** VI-400 Welding Power Supply with LINDE Power Feed – sn: D-79014972

(2) **LINDE** UCC-305 Power Supplies Both with Dyna Flux – sn: C-80G15886/ C80E-37953

**CUTLESS CLIPPER** Stud Welder with Fastener and Gun – sn: 870406

**DRY ROD** Stica Welding Rod, Caged

**DRY ROD** Oven, Dispatch Electric Holding Oven

**STRESS RELIEF ENGINEERING COMPANY** Test Table Model CSP with 27” x 39” Drilled and Tapped Table & Formula 62 Controls – sn: 25-8620

**LAYOUT WELDING TABLES**

- 6’ x 12’ Steel Layout Table
- 5’ x 10’ Steel Layout Table
- 16’ x 10’ Steel Layout Table
- 4’ x 8’ Steel Layout Table
- 16’ x 6’ Steel Layout Table
- 3’ x 6’ Steel Layout Table
- 4’ x 8’ Steel Layout Table

**AIR COMPRESSORS**

**GARDNER DENVER** Model FRM90F Electra-Saver II 75 HP Rotary Screw Air Compressor with Auto-Sentry EST Digital Controls – sn: 9038526 – mfg. 1999

**JOY TWISTAIR** Model TA6750EAAMAH7P Rotary Screw Air Compressor with Full Enclosure – sn: 145499

**INGERSOLL RAND** Model 7777 Air Dryer & 150 PSI Air Holding Tank

**ARROW PNEUMATICS** Model 3517 Air Dryer – sn: 14305

**LAYOUT WELDING TABLES**

- 6’ x 12’ Steel Layout Table
- 5’ x 10’ Steel Layout Table
- 16’ x 10’ Steel Layout Table
- 4’ x 8’ Steel Layout Table
- 16’ x 6’ Steel Layout Table
- 3’ x 6’ Steel Layout Table
- 4’ x 8’ Steel Layout Table

**LABORATORY PRESS**

**CARVER** Laboratory Press Model C, 5 1/2” Maximum Ram Stroke, Metric Tons-2000 Gauge – sn: 3600-635

**AUTOMATION DEPARTMENT**

(2) Automation Tool Cribs including Automation Parts Mezzanine #1 with Shelving, Large Assortment of On/Off Power Switch Gear, Pneumatic Regulators, Cylinders, Electric Motors, EXTECH Power Meter, DE-STA-CO Pneumatic Clamps, Fuses, Nuts, Bolts, Fittings, Multi-Port Wire Connectors, Safety Valves, Filters, OMRON SYMOS Programming Consoles, Power Supplies, TOSHIBA Programmers and Printers, Optics

**ALLEN BRADLEY** Electrical Parts, Mezzanine #2 with Huge Assortment of New HEX Bolts, 1000’s #’s, Etc...

**MATERIAL HANDLING**

**PONTIAC MONTANA** 4-Door Minivan, Automatic Transmission, (6) Passenger Seats, CD, AC, Power Windows & Locks – VIN:1GMDX03B52D318808 – mfg. 2002 • **DOUGLAS** Ram 350 Work Van, 2-Seats, 183,000 Miles – VIN: 2BK7K31YORKK34689 – mfg. 1993 • **GROVE** Model SM2633E Mobile Electric Scissor Manlift with 26’ x 95” Extendable Platform, Controls, Nugget Series, Built-In Charge

**CARVER** Laboratory Press Model C, 5 1/2” Maximum Ram Stroke, Metric Tons-2000 Gauge – sn: 3600-635

**AUTOMATION DEPARTMENT**

(2) Automation Tool Cribs including Automation Parts Mezzanine #1 with Shelving, Large Assortment of On/Off Power Switch Gear, Pneumatic Regulators, Cylinders, Electric Motors, EXTECH Power Meter, DE-STA-CO Pneumatic Clamps, Fuses, Nuts, Bolts, Fittings, Multi-Port Wire Connectors, Safety Valves, Filters, OMRON SYMOS Programming Consoles, Power Supplies, TOSHIBA Programmers and Printers, Optics

**ALLEN BRADLEY** Electrical Parts, Mezzanine #2 with Huge Assortment of New HEX Bolts, 1000’s #’s, Etc...

**MATERIAL HANDLING**

Office Furniture

100 Person Engineering Office including 30 "L" Shaped CAD Desks, (4) Board Room Tables & Chairs, Oak "L" Shaped Desks with Credenzas, (40) Steel Double Pedestal Desks, (20) Meeting Tables, Filing Cabinets: (30) 2-Drawer, (8) 3-Drawer, (20) 4-Drawer, (4) 5-Drawer, ABCO with 12" x 18" Surface – sn: EB6-46

- ImageRunner 30.25 Network Printer/ Copier
- 500 Sheet Data Safe, IBM
- 19 Laptops, MULTILINE NORTHERN TELECOM MERIDIAN Phone System with 70 Phones, (16) XEROX Intellistation E-Pro Desktop Computers, (13) NETVISTAS CAD Computers, CANON ImageRunner 30.25 Network Printer/ Copier
- IF You Own a Plant, You Should Attend This Auction! Over 1000 Lots of Machinery, Equipment & Tooling!

Miscellaneous Machines

FAMCO No.2 Arbor Press
GREENERD No. 3/4 Arbor Press with Stand
DAKE No. 1 1/2 Arbor Press
EVERETT 6" Abrasive Saw with Stand
STONE Chop Saw Model M750, 220V/ 440V, 2500 RPM, 7.5 HP, Clamping Device – sn: 0381
KIDDER Model 43 BMP Floor Stand Notching Machine with 12" x 18" Surface – sn: EB6-46

- 50 HERTZ GENERATORS & TRANSFORMERS
  - (2) Generators 460V/ 3-Phase/ 100 HP Input/ 75 KVA Output, Transfer from 60 Hz – 50 Hertz 380 V/ 100 AMP Output/ 50 Hz
  - HPS Transformer, 3-Phase Dry-Type, 460V/ 266V – sn: 167607
  - REZ Transformer, 3-Phase/ 150KVA/ 60Hz/ 220C, PRI-VOLT 600 Delta, SEC-VOLT 460 Delta – sn: B-70668
  - Other Assorted Electrical & Transformers

Material Racks with Steel

Material Racks with Loads of Steel, Various Sizes, Types, Variety of Metals, Huge Assortment of Angle, Round, Square, Pipe, Pipe, Solid, Rod, Rectangular, Flat, Stainless, Aluminum, Steel

Miscellaneous

ABBREVIATED TERMS & CONDITIONS OF AUCTION SALE

Subject to amendments and modifications announced by the auctioneer at the time of the auction, any person participating in the auction shall be bound by the following terms and conditions. The auctioneer does not warrant the accuracy, authenticity, description, weight, count or measure of any listings specified herein.

All articles will be sold to the highest bidder conforming to the bid process in accordance to the AUCTIONEER’S TERMS & CONDITIONS - COMPLETE COPIES AVAILABLE AT WWW.ASSET-SALES.COM. No article shall be removed unless paid in full and all articles purchased shall be removed in the time allocated by the auctioneer. No item, no matter how small or how far the purchaser has to travel, may be removed until the close of the auction sale.

All payments shall be by way of cash, certified check, wire transfer and/or a company check accompanied by a bank letter of guarantee payable to Asset Sales, Inc. All bidding and invoicing will be in US Dollars ($). All bidders are responsible for all applicable taxes.

Rigging/Removal of sold equipment is the sole responsibility of the buyer and must be completed by the posted date. Rigging/Removal may not begin until payment has been made in full and the auction sale is complete. All heavy rigging will require a certificate of insurance for $1,000,000.00 naming Asset Sales, Inc. as the insured.

ALL SALES ARE FINAL, ON AN “AS IS – WHERE IS,” “IN PLACE,” “WITH ALL FAULTS” BASIS.

REGISTRATION & BIDDING ONLINE:
If you plan to bid with Bidspotter.com, you must be pre-approved by Asset Sales, Inc. The pre-approval process is easy, but necessary. Asset Sales, Inc. will verify telephone number and confirm agreement to the Terms and Conditions.
Anyone outside of the continental United States will be required to wire transfer a minimum deposit of $5000 to be approved for all non-onsite bidding.

A 10% Buyer’s Premium will apply to all onsite purchases and a 13% Buyer’s Premium for online purchases.
Asset Sales, Inc.

Corporate Headquarters
301 Post Office Drive, Suite C
Indian Trail, North Carolina 28079
Toll Free: 888.800.4442  Direct: 704.821.4315
Fax: 704.821.4325 – www.asset-sales.com

Asset Sales, Inc. – License #6003

ZEISS PMC850 COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINE

UPCOMING AUCTIONS:

April 28th – Phoenix Fabrication
Fabricating Machine Shop – Lenexa, Kansas
May 10th – AIGIS Mechtronics
CNC & Fabricating Shop – Winston Salem, North Carolina
May 17th – Brass & Bronze Foundry
Brass & Bronze Foundry Equipment – Irwin, Pennsylvania

Visit our website at www.asset-sales.com to view all of our Upcoming Auctions, Download Complete Brochures, or to Register to Bid Online.

Want to join our mailing list? Want to be included in Email Blasts announcing future auctions? Want to update your address? Curious to preview machines and tooling featured in an upcoming auction? Want to request a brochure? Or want to be removed from our mailing list?
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